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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to describe the supervision, motivation, employee performance and test the amount of influence influence of supervision and motivation on the performance of employees, either simultaneously or partially.

The method used is descriptive survey method and explanatory survey. The type of investigation in this study is causality. The unit of analysis of employees of the Public Works Department of BinaMargaKabupatenCianjur with a sample of 50 people. Time horizon in this research is cross sectional and analysis method used is frequency distribution and path analysis. Based on the results of research and discussion, it can be found that the supervision of employees at the Office of Public Works BinaMargaCianjur Regency is good, Motivation of employees at the Office of Public Works BinaMargaCianjur currently considered quite high, has a high performance. Supervision and motivation simultaneously affect the performance of employees at the Office of Public Works BinaMargaCianjur. Partially, however, motivation is more dominant in affecting employee performance than supervision.

Employee motivation should be improved even more, given the dominant effect on their performance, therefore increased employee motivation by rewarding and promoting better based on their performance.
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